Crumb Tray & Brush
AND BOWL STAND.

Size of Crumb Tray
20 in long x 4 in wide
Size of Bowl Stand
32 in square x 4 in high

ADHESIVES
All adhesives you may need can be obtained from your local hardware store.

BOVW STAND TOP.
Cut one 1 in. thick. Screw in the sides with round head screws. Round off the top edges as section desired.

BOVW STAND SIDES.
Cut one of each 1 in. thick.

BACK.
Cut one 1 in. thick.

SIDE.
Cut one 1 in. thick, and chamfer back edge as shown in section.

CRUMB TRAY BASE
Cut one 1 in. thick.
Dotted lines indicate positions of sides and back.
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The underside of the base will be shaped as shown in section.